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ABSTRACT
Sea turtles are one of the most recognizable and charismatic marine species
worldwide that continue to be the focus of many conservationists. However, their
populations and habitat continue to decline at an alarming rate due to predation,
development, pollution, rising sea levels, beach erosion, and commercial fishing.
Consequently, maximizing nest production in current nesting regions is fundamental to
sea turtle recovery efforts. On the southeastern coast, coyotes (Canis latrans) and sea
turtles have a relatively new relationship, but the presence of this latest predator has
dramatically reduced sea turtle nesting success in certain areas. An active predator
management strategy for coyotes will promote and support sea turtle recovery goals.
The Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center (TYWC), located off the coast of South
Carolina is a sanctuary for marine turtles with pristine, undisturbed beaches. In South
Carolina the Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) is responsible for managing
beaches that support nesting habitat for threatened and endangered sea turtles. The
TYWC is composed of North, Cat, South and Sand Islands which provides an ideal area
for researching sea turtle predation. In South Carolina the most common sea turtle is the
loggerhead (Caretta caretta), which averages approximately 300 nests each summer on
the TWYC (Griffin 2011). The first coyote appeared on TWYC in 2006 and their
populations continued to flourish on the islands. In 2009, coyotes on South Island were
responsible for 52% of the total loggerhead sea turtle egg loss which is equivalent to
approximately one third of South Carolina’s documented egg loss for that year (SCDNR
2010). Coyotes tend to depredate nests on the initial night of oviposition and this has
made daily surveys ineffective as a management strategy. As a result, the SCDNR is
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examining alternative management practices to decrease coyote-induced sea turtle
depredation.
Specific objectives to address the project goals are to 1) determine the
effectiveness of night patrols in reducing coyote predation on loggerhead sea turtle nests
2) develop an infrared camera survey to determine if coyote predation on post-emergence
hatchlings is an additional mortality and 3) determine the presence or absence of coyotes
around loggerhead sea turtle nests and hatchlings. In 2010, scheduled night patrol
surveys were conducted, which ultimately reduced the amount of nest depredation from a
staggering 52% in 2009, to 15%. The first coyote predation was successfully
documented on post-emergence sea turtle hatchlings utilizing infrared cameras. These
results were used to calculate the overall estimated decrease in hatchling productivity.
Following the first season in the winter of 2010, trapping and removal of coyotes
was completed on South Island beach. These management strategies decreased the total
amount of coyote presence on the beaches and lead to a nest depredation rate of only
2.6% for the entire 2011 season. Based on the results of this study, recommendations are
provided for reducing coyote predation on sea turtle nests and hatchlings throughout the
Southeast.
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CHAPTER ONE
BIOLOGY AND HISTORY OF LOGGERHEAD SEA TURTLES AND COYOTES
INTRODUCTION
The loggerhead sea turtle is a flagship species of the ocean from their charismatic
faces and extremely large bodies as a mature turtle to a fragile, adorable hatchling
coming out of the sand. The influence of sea turtles on modern society is relevant in
many forms from movies such as Finding Nemo and The Last Song to children’s books
and bumper stickers. Almost everyone in the U. S. has knowledge about the sea turtles,
and this passion carries over to conservation. In the U. S., sea turtles benefit greatly
from having a large volunteer base. The majority of all work dealing with sea turtles in
South Carolina is voluntary with over 1,100 individuals helping throughout the state
(Hopkins-Murphy and Seithel 2005). This reveals how important conservation and
support efforts for marine turtles are to our culture and to future generations.
The first season of this research began in May 12, 2010. Duties included daily
and nightly surveys for sea turtle nesting activity, nest screening and relocation, as well
as, development of a new hatchling survey technique using infrared cameras. During the
summer of 2010, a total of six interns working at the Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center
(TYWC) in the sea turtle program assisted on this project by conducting nest surveys and
collecting data.
The objectives of this study were to monitor loggerhead sea turtle nesting activity
off the coast of Georgetown, South Carolina in order to develop and ultimately
implement effective predator management strategies that will maximize the amount of
nesting and hatching success at the TYWC. Predators and sea turtles have evolved to
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interact over a long period of time before human management of marine turtles ever
began, but with the ever-present negative effects on sea turtles from a growing human
population, conservation efforts should focus on mitigating these harmful impacts.
Human impacts such as pollution, development encroachment, and beach degradation are
sometimes irreversible and extremely difficult to mitigate. Sea turtle conservationists
have primarily focused on increasing nesting success and developing equipment for
commercial fishing nets to help bolster sea turtle populations.
In recent years, loggerhead populations have slowly began to increase proving
that these management strategies can help, but additional challenges continue. One of the
latest challenges includes an unfamiliar predator in South Carolina, coyotes (Canis
latrans), that have invaded from the west and could potentially slow sea turtle support
efforts in the Southeast. The results of this study will be used to develop a management
strategy for coyotes that could serve as a model for other coastal areas in the southeastern
U.S.

BIOLOGY AND CONSERVATION OF LOGGERHEAD SEA TURTLES
The loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta) was listed as threatened throughout its
range on July 28, 1978, under the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (NMFS 2008). The
first year of activity surveying for loggerhead sea turtle nests on South Island was 1977,
since that time marine turtle conservation and management has run continuously to the
present-day. Figure 1.1 shows the fluctuations of sea turtle nests throughout three
decades on South Island’s beach. The most nests on South Island are 383 set in 1980,
and the minimum number was 16 in 2004. The average number of loggerhead sea turtle
nests on South Island is 150 nests per year. Average number of nest produced during this
2

project was close to average with 138 (2010) and 150 (2011) nests. The nesting season is
defined as the time period for loggerhead sea turtle nesting which is between May and
October.
Adult loggerhead sea turtles are considered the largest hard-shelled turtle
weighing approximately 114 kg and 90-120 cm in length with a large heart-shaped
carapace (NMFS 2008). Their crawl marks can be identified from other turtles by
observing asymmetrical (alternating) flipper marks approximately 100 cm wide that
appear to look like large commas with a faint, non-continuous drag line of the tail
(USFWS 2008). The claws on the rear flippers create a backwards arrow inside the
flipper impression in the sand that indicates the direction of travel. All of these attributes
help determine the species and points to the direction the turtle was crawling (Figure 1.2).
The physical description of loggerheads includes a yellow-brown shell typically
covered with a barnacles and extremely long front flippers extruding from the shoulder
beside the head. Their diet consists of prey items that exhibit exceptionally hard shells
such as conches, which are crushed by the powerful jaws of the loggerhead (Nester and
Giuliano 2009). The geographic range for loggerhead sea turtles is the tropic and
temperate regions worldwide. In the southeastern U.S. nests can be found from Texas to
Virginia (Figure 1.3) (NMFS 2008).
Frazer (1983) suggests in his dissertation that the life stages of a loggerhead sea
turtle can be broken into the following seven stages: 1) eggs and hatchlings, 2) small
juveniles, 3) large juveniles, 4) subadults, 5) novice breeders, 6) 1st-year remigrants and
7) mature breeders. One of the most important factors affecting breeding success is the
time frame that loggerhead sea turtles require to reach sexual maturity (22-24 years).
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This exceptionally long period adds pressures and decreases the chances of surviving
until they are capable of reproduction. This along with the high mortality rate during the
first life stages hinders reproductive capability and makes conservation efforts
tremendously important for the future of this species.
Hatchlings are relatively dark brown in color with an average length of 5-6 cm.
Their carapace is much softer than adults during the initial growth, which limits their
defenses and creates an easy meal for all types of predators. During oviposition
loggerhead sea turtle eggs are moist and elastic for the initial drop into the bottom of the
egg chamber which is approximately 60-90 cm deep (NMFS 2008). The average clutch
size is 100-120 eggs, which are similar in shape and size to ping-pong balls. Within 2-3
days after the eggs are deposited the embryo will attach to the embryonic lining inside the
egg to begin development. Once the embryo attaches, movement and rotation of the egg
can cause dislocation ultimately killing the embryo.
Consequently, it is crucial to relocate nests within the first 24 hours of oviposition
(NMFS 2008). Nest elevation and location in the dune is an important detail relating to
overall biology and success of sea turtles. Marine sea turtles are a temperature-dependent
sex determination (TSD) species in which the temperature inside the nest during
incubation determines the sex of the offspring. Mrosovsky and Yntema (1980) found
loggerheads have a threshold of 30 degrees C where equal numbers of males and females
are produced. Later research found that in green turtles (Chelonia mydas), males were
formed with temperatures less than 28 degrees C and females were produced with
temperatures over 31 degrees C proving that marine turtles are TSD (Morreale 1983).
The higher the nest elevation is in the dune the more likely it will experience higher nest
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temperatures, but this also decreases the chances of tidal inundation. The warmer the
sand temperature surrounding the egg chamber, the faster the embryo develops and
hatches (Mrosovsky and Yntema 1980). All of these variables of development must be
considered when nests are relocated from the in situ location.
Humans are primarily responsible for recent declines in sea turtle populations and
necessary management must be taken to reverse this trend (Crouse et al. 1987). The most
significant management strategy for saving adult turtles from drowning in commercial
fishing nets was the development of the turtle excluder device (TED). A TED is a grid of
bars at the end of fishing net that alters the course of the turtle in order to escape the net.
These devices increase survival rate of marine turtles, which ultimately increases the
overall population since this life stage is responsible for reproduction (Crouse et al.
1987).
Marine turtles will encounter an abundance of natural predators in their first
stages of life. Along the southeastern coast of the U.S. the most significant predators for
eggs include raccoons (Procyon lotor), ghost crabs (Cancer ceratophthalmus), and gray
fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus) (NMFS 2008). Hatchlings have other predators to
avoid, from yellow-crowned night herons (Nyctanassa violacea) and coyotes on land to
tiger sharks (Galeocerdo cuvier) and bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix) in the ocean. As
marine turtles mature, the numbers of predators decrease, but the primary threat is
incidental capture in commercial fishing gear such as fishing nets, longlines, and crab
traps (NMFS 2008). Coyotes are the focus of this project as a relatively new predator to
the Southeast that takes full advantage of the vulnerability of both loggerhead sea turtle
eggs and hatchlings.
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HISTORY OF COYOTES IN THE EASTERN U.S.
Coyotes natural range originates west of the Mississippi River and problems with
farmers and biologists have been documented throughout history (Bekoff and Gese
2003). Coyotes are an incredibly intelligent canine that have caused both positive and
negative interactions with human society. Coyote predation has been documented on
game animals such as white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) and wild turkey
(Meleagris gallopavo), and also on livestock in the Eastern U.S. (Tomsa and Forbes
1989; Witmer et al. 1995). In South Carolina, coyotes are considered an invasive
nuisance species since their arrival in 1978 (Yarrow and Yarrow 1999). Their
distribution in the Southeast, in part, has been suggested to be a result of releases by man
(Hill et al. 1987). Coyotes are thought to have filled an open niche of a top predator in
South Carolina, vacant since red wolves were driven to extirpation. Their opportunistic
diet and ability to adapt and thrive in a wide range of habitats makes them an effective
predator. Not only are they causing dramatic changes in their surroundings, they are also
negatively impacting the U.S. economy. In 2000, coyote depredation on calves in the
Eastern U.S. produced a loss of over ten million dollars, not including other livestock
(Houben 2004).
Coyotes are in the Canidae family and their features are similar to a small dog
with a length of about 100-150 cm including the tail and a height between 38-50 cm.
Males are generally larger than females with mean weight between 10.6-11.4 kg;
whereas, females are between 9.1-9.6 kg (Windberg et al. 1991). The breeding season
for coyotes is between February and March with a gestation period of 63 days (Yarrow
and Yarrow 1999). They produce an average litter of 5-7 pups, but larger litter sizes can
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be produced depending upon the quantity and quality of food resources, or the amount of
human pressure (such as trapping). Their ability to learn and adapt to new environments
and challenges can be observed through the often difficult process of trapping wary
coyotes (Bekoff and Gese 2003).
Coyotes exhibit differences in social standings which can be observed in their
territoriality. Coyotes are territorial and are often in packs that include an Alpha
breeding pair with a total of three to six individuals that reside in a territory year-round
(Allen et al. 1987). Transient coyotes usually travel alone, do not hold territories, and
have a larger home range compared to territorial coyotes (Kamler and Gipson 2000). On
South Island beach, coyotes have been documented traveling alone and in groups with
camera surveys. This may demonstrate that a few of the adult coyotes are exhibiting
territoriality. More information such as home range analysis must be examined to
determine if these coyotes are territorial, which is beyond the objectives on this project.
During the 2010 camera survey, the majority of loggerhead sea turtle hatchling
predations were attributed to two identified adult coyotes that were collared and a single
un-collared coyote. The radio-collared coyotes were from an ongoing companion study
examining the interaction between coyotes and mesopredators on TYWC (C. Etheredge,
personal communication, May 12, 2010).
Trapping coyotes is very challenging due to their highly developed sense of smell,
vision, and ability to remember new and potentially threatening objects in their
environment. The most effective coyote trapping technique is using OneidaTM Victor
number three double-coil spring, Soft-Catch leg hold traps along trails and areas of high
use. This method requires several dozen traps to saturate an area that coyotes frequently
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use to have any kind of success. In 2007 on TYWC, Cady Etheredge, a Ph.D. graduate
student, began her work to examine the interactions between coyotes, mesopredators, and
loggerhead sea turtles (personal communication, May 12, 2010). By 2009, she trapped,
radio-collared and released a total of seven coyotes to track movements of coyotes
throughout the islands. The project had problems with two types of radio-collars not
functioning correctly and ultimately the project was terminated. This left seven adult
coyotes remaining on the islands with two distinct types of radio-collars that could be
identify during the infrared camera survey. From trapping experience on the islands, the
trappers discovered that once a coyote had been trapped and released, it was nearly
impossible to trap the animal with the same techniques. However in the winter of 2010, a
contract trapper removed two coyotes with radio-collars off the beach. This trapping
effort helped decrease total depredation to 2.67%, which is under the 10% required level
from Marine Turtle Recovery Plan.
It is necessary to clarify and distinguish the difference between predation and
depredation as it relates to coyote and sea turtles. Both terms essentially have the same
meaning in standard vocabulary, but there is a difference in ecological terms when
describing species interactions. Predation describes a biological interaction in which one
organism (predator) captures and feeds on others (prey). Depredation refers to complete
or partial predation that damages or destroys something severely. In this thesis both
words are used throughout with different meanings. In chapter two, depredation will be
the primary term explaining the severity of egg loss by coyotes depredating nests during
the nesting season from May to August, since the amount of loss can be greater than 50%
of the entire nest and the nest can be completely destroyed. In contrast in chapter three,
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predation describes the events of coyotes preying upon post-emergence sea turtle
hatchlings during hatching season from July until October while using camera surveys.
Predation is the term used in chapter three instead of depredation, because this act is not
destroying the entire nest and the highest documented decrease of sea turtle hatchling
productivity is still less than 50%.

HISTORY OF TOM YAWKEY WILDLIFE CENTER
What is today the Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center was once made up of several rice
plantations (Dozier 2006). The rice culture was the preeminent economic engine of the
South Carolina Coastal Plain from the late 1790’s until the eve of the Civil War in the
1860’s (Doar 1970). Cypress swamps were cleared and converted into tidal, freshwater
rice fields. After the Civil War, rice cultivation continued on a reduced scale due to the
loss of the slave labor and the lack of rice field workers skilled in the trade. By the turn
of the century this lack of skilled labor coupled with several devastating hurricanes and
competition from mechanized rice production in Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana spelled
the end of commercial rice farming in South Carolina (Doar 1970).
The decline of rice production provided a new opportunity for sportsman looking
for excellent hunting on the former rice plantations. Most of the new owners were
wealthy northern industrialists who were looking for a southern retreat. In 1869, former
Confederate Artillery General Edward Porter Alexander purchased North Island and over
the next thirty years accumulated most of South and Cat Islands. Alexander managed the
area primarily for waterfowl and other wildlife species which he enjoyed hunting from
his home on South Island (Klein 1971).
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In 1905 Alexander sold the property to a group of investors who renamed it the
South Island Gun Club and established a hunting preserve for members and their guests.
One of those members was William H. Yawkey of Detroit, Michigan (Giauque et al.
2010). William Yawkey enjoyed trips to the property where he could enjoy the outdoors
and escape the Michigan winters. His also introduced his nephew, Thomas Yawkey to
the area. Since he was a young boy, Tom Yawkey visited South Island and fell in love
with its isolation, wildlife and natural beauty. In 1918, William Yawkey died from
influenza and willed Tom Yawkey his portion of the South Island Gun Club (Dozier
2009). A few years later, Tom bought out the remainder of the members and became the
sole owner (Giauque et al. 2010).
Tom Yawkey’s ownership brought new changes to the islands. No longer was it
managed as a retreat for wealthy club members (Giauque et al. 2010). Yawkey set out to
turn the property into an area for wildlife management, focusing primarily on waterfowl.
He first hired consulting and later full-time wildlife biologists to implement the most
current management techniques. During his nearly sixty years of ownership, the property
became known as a premier area for the management and protection of game and nongame species (Dozier 2006).
In the early 1970’s, Yawkey began to think about the future of his property, and
he later changed his will to instruct that the property be donated to the South Carolina
Wildlife and Marine Resources Department (now the South Carolina Department of
Natural Resources SCDNR) upon his death. He further instructed that the property was
to be used for wildlife research, education and protection (Dozier 2006). It is known as
one of the greatest natural conservation grants in the U.S. (Hyman 2011).
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STUDY AREA
The study was conducted on the Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center (TYWC) in
Georgetown County, South Carolina (Figure 1.4). The TYWC is composed of North,
South, Cat, and Sand Islands (Figure 1.4), which provides an ideal area for researching
sea turtle predation. In South Carolina the most common sea turtle is the loggerhead
(Caretta caretta), which averages approximately 300 nests each summer on the TWYC,
making it one of the highest nesting density areas in the state (Griffin 2011). The South
Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) is responsible for managing
beaches that support nesting habitat for threatened and endangered sea turtles.
South Island is the focus of this research project and is composed of 6.08 km of
undisturbed, restricted access beach with sections of maritime forest developed behind
well-formed dunes (Figure 1.4). Beach vegetation such as sea oats (Uniola paniculata)
and seacoast marshelder (Iva imbricata) help maintain and grow coastal dunes which are
crucial for nesting sea turtles. The majority of South Island’s beach has high, wellestablished dunes exceeding 1.8 m in height, which is exceptional nesting habitat that
protects sea turtle nests against tidal inundation and harsh storm surges. The island itself
is a segment of land that begins in the north at Winyah Bay and reaches the south ending
at North Santee River. The northern section of South Island is protected by Sand Island
and a jetty (South Jetty). South Island is mainly composed of small upland areas where
SCDNR facilities are located on the north portion of the island. “Down Below” refers to
the connecting dikes to the south, supporting large brackish water impoundments
managed for waterfowl, and finally a long section of unspoiled beach adjacent to the
Atlantic Ocean.
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In terms of orientation, the beach on South Island is split at the entrance (North
and South). During the two field seasons (May 12-October 10, 2010 and May 14October 10, 2011) the northern section of the island was the most productive for
loggerhead sea turtle nesting, likely due to larger dunes and a narrower beach than the
southern section. The south end may be less suitable for sea turtle nesting due to its
extremely wide and flat beach, which results in pooling areas of water and often sharp
escarpments during the higher tide levels later in the nesting season. The southern
section tends to accumulate more debris and creates a larger wrack line than the north.
Overall, South Island’s beach is excellent for sea turtle research with an average
loggerhead sea turtle nesting of 150 nests per year (SCDNR 2010).
Cat Island is a man-made island created in 1898 during the construction of the
Minim Canal. Cat Island consists of approximately 6,000 ha of longleaf pine (Pinus
palustris) that supports a variety of wildlife from red-cockaded woodpeckers (Picoides
borealis) to coyotes. This island holds three large freshwater lakes necessary for the
survival of many mammalian, reptile, amphibian, and avian species. There are several
travel corridors for coyotes from South, Sand, and Cat Island, which allows easy passage
for coyotes to move from one island to the next. The largest passage is the “Causeway”
that directly connects Cat to South Island for vehicle transportation and is one area where
coyotes are most likely spotted and euthanized by SCDNR personnel.
During the early 1900’s, after the construction of the South Jetty, the formation of
Sand Island occurred. Sand Island is 5.15 km long stretching from the northern point at
Winyah Bay to the southern point at Sand Island Inlet (Figure 1.4). The inlet that
separates Sand and South Islands is approximately 50-100 m wide and will alter direction
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and location after major storm activity. Sand began to accumulate around the South
Jetty, and by the 1950’s, sand tolerant plant communities were established on the island
(SCDNR 2010). Sand Island is often dramatically changed after hurricanes. For
example, in 1989 when Hurricane Hugo stuck the South Carolina coast, Sand Island was
completely flattened and all nesting dunes were destroyed. It has taken over 20 years for
the island to re-establish small dunes for sea turtle nesting with a record high 176 nests
recorded during the summer of 2011. During this season on August 27, 2011, Hurricane
Irene created a strong storm surge and destroyed 52 loggerhead sea turtle nests or 29.5%
of total nesting.
Sand Island has three defined sections of isolated beach (Figure 1.5). South of the
jetty contains large washover areas which are not suitable for sea turtle nesting and any
nest laid in this section must be relocated to higher dunes. The second section is directly
behind the jetty and stretches north for approximately 0.45 km. This area has large,
scarped dunes greater than 365 cm high with a slope too steep for turtles to climb. Also,
this section of beach is narrow and during high tides the water level reaches the foot of
the dunes, making it unsuitable for nesting due to inundation and erosion. The northernmost section of the beach starts where the island curves landward and northwest along the
Winyah Bay. This area is considered inshore and was not surveyed until 2010, due to the
low likelihood of sea turtles coming between the North and South Jetties. The islands’
inhabitants include bobcats (Lynx rufus), raccoons, coyotes, ghost crabs, and a variety of
nesting shorebirds. Mammals on the island survive a harsh environment with no
resources for freshwater other than rainfall and the only shelter are small clusters of wax
myrtle (Morella cerifera) north of the jetty. It has been hypothesized by SCDNR
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managers that most mammals are not permanent residents to the island, but travel
between Sand and South using the South jetty rocks.
The most inaccessible island on the TYWC is North Island, which is located north
of Winyah Bay and runs 15 km (9.32 mi) from the North Jetty to the North Inlet (Figure
1.4). In his last will and testament, Tom Yawkey declared this island to be a wilderness
area. It is only accessible by boat and is extremely difficult to survey for loggerhead sea
turtle nesting activity. In the past two years (2010 and 2011), the island was surveyed by
volunteers three times a week during the height of the sea turtle nesting season. The
biggest conservation issue for North Island is the presence of feral hogs (Sus scrofa)
which presents new and exceedingly complicated challenges for sea turtle management.
In 2011, sea turtle volunteers found over 150 nests on North Island making it one of the
top nesting density areas per linear kilometer for the state (Griffin 2011). In addition,
volunteers discovered that hog depredation was negatively impacting the majority of all
loggerhead sea turtle nests. This is an issue that would benefit from future research.
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Figure 1.1. The total number of loggerhead sea turtle nests per year since 1977 on South
Island in Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown County, South Carolina (SCDNR
2010). The red dash line represents the average of 150 nests per year on South Island
beach.
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Figure 1.2. Loggerhead sea turtle crawls can be identified by observing asymmetrical
(alternating) flipper marks that leave a backwards impression which indicates the
direction of travel. In the middle of this turtle crawl were coyote tracks following the
crawl to the nests.
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Figure 1.3. World geographic range for loggerhead sea turtles (Caretta caretta)
published in the Recovery Plan for the Northwest Atlantic Population (NMFS 2008).
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Figure 1.4. Outline of the four islands (South, Cat, North, and Sand) on Tom Yawkey
Wildlife Center in Georgetown County, South Carolina.
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Figure 1.5. The three dune sections of Sand Island on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center in
Georgetown County, South Carolina.
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CHAPTER TWO
USING NIGHT PATROLS TO DECREASE COYOTE
DEPREDATION ON SEA TURTLE NESTS
INTRODUCTION
Since the first appearance of coyotes on the Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center in
2004, their populations continue to increase on the islands. By 2006, their presence
started significantly impacting the nesting success of loggerhead sea turtles on South
Island. From 2006 until 2009, nest depredation increased from 29% to 52%, (SCDNR
2010) which lead SCDNR to look for management strategies to decrease coyote
depredation on sea turtle nests. Daily surveys and nest screening were an ineffective
management approach since coyote depredation occurred immediately during the initial
night of oviposition.
The first objective of this research project was to determine the effectiveness of
night patrols in reducing coyote predation on loggerhead sea turtle nests. Night patrols
are the process of utilizing human presence to prevent coyotes from depredating nests by
actively surveying the beach several times during the night. During the patrols, interns
drove the entire length of the beach with an all-terrain vehicle searching for recently
deposited loggerhead sea turtle eggs and nests. The goals of the night surveys were to
deter coyotes from using the ocean side of the beach, find nests before coyotes had a
chance to depredate eggs, and install nest protection materials. This allowed for nest
protection by deploying nest screens prior to coyotes locating nest. Also, this research
project experimented with timed-scheduled patrols to determine the most effective and
efficient strategies for deterring coyote predation on loggerhead sea turtle nests.
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This chapter demonstrates that effective predator management can reduce the
amount of coyote presence and depredation on sea turtle nests. The amount of coyote
activity was evaluated on infrared cameras trap between the two hatching seasons, and
the total amount of coyote depredation during the loggerhead sea turtle nesting and
hatching seasons of 2010 and 2011. The null hypotheses tested in this chapter were 1)
night patrols have no affect on reducing the mean loss of loggerhead sea turtle nests due
to coyote depredations, and 2) night patrol shifts had no effect on the mean loss of
loggerhead sea turtle nests due to coyote depredations on South Island.

METHODS
During the 2010 season, South and Sand Islands on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center
were patrolled daily for coyotes and other predators and sea turtle activity from May until
October (Figure 2.1). Daily patrols started at seven a.m. each morning and included:
searching for loggerhead sea turtle nests, locating egg chambers, relocating nests if
necessary, protecting the nests with screens, and looking for fresh evidence of coyote
activity on the South Island beach. South Island night surveys were conducted from May
24 until July 10. These methods address the first objective to determine the effectiveness
of night patrols in reducing coyote predation on loggerhead sea turtle nests. Sea turtle
seasons were split into two categories: nesting and hatching. During the peak of the
nesting period from May 24 until July 10, surveys were conducted every night. Once the
hatching season began on July 15, night surveys were concluded due to possible allterrain vehicle incidents with hatchlings. This was also the beginning of the next stage in
the project using infrared trap cameras to document coyote predation on hatchlings. It
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was suspected that after night patrols were ended on, July 10, 2010, that coyote presence
and depredation on loggerhead sea turtle nests could increase due to the lack of human
presence on the beach.
South Island beach consists of 6.08 km of undisturbed beach from the southern
point at the North Santee River to the north at Sand Island Inlet. When sea turtle nests
were located, screens were used to cover entire nests to protect eggs from coyotes and
other predators. Nests were marked using colored flags with date and chronological
number written on flags to identify each nest. GPS coordinates for all nests were
recorded so nests could be located if flags placed to mark nest locations were removed or
damaged. Before nest screens were set into place, interns excavated nests and removed
one egg for genetic testing. The Northern Recovery Unit Loggerhead DNA Project lead
by the University of Georgia requested that biologists on managed beaches from Georgia
to North Carolina collect an egg from every nest (UGA 2011). Each egg was used to
create a DNA genetic fingerprint to identify individual loggerhead nesting females. This
information provides a census of the actual nesting populations of loggerhead sea turtles
and estimated how many females are nesting in the Northern Recovery Unit (UGA 2011).
Sea turtle nest screens were constructed of a plastic or metal wire mesh to deter
predators. The types of screen used consist of 122 cm x 122 cm plastic construction
mesh or metal screens. Nest screening has proven to be very successful at reducing sea
turtle nest depredation (Ratnaswamy et al. 1997, Yerli et al. 1997), but on both South and
Sand Islands coyote(s) learned to pull up and dig at nest screens by the end of the 2010
and 2011 season (Figure 2.2). If coyotes continue to damage nest screens, switching to
self-releasing nest cages may become necessary (Figure 2.3). The self-releasing cages
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are constructed of a metal wire mesh that is formed into a box with four flaps that are
buried in the sand to restrict access of coyotes trying to dig around the screen
(Greenwood et al. 2010). The cages are the most effective at restricting coyote access,
but are time consuming and costly to deploy compared to flat screens.

Nest Location and Relocation
To determine nest locations, turtle crawls were observed traveling from the
shoreline to the dune. Surveyors establish which way females traveled by looking at
flipper marks in the sand and the backwards arrow impression from the claws on the
turtle’s rear flipper (Figure 1.2). Once a sea turtle finds an appropriate location in dunes
for a nest, they will begin the formation of the body pit. The body pit is the location
where the turtle begins digging into the sand to lay the nest, ranging from 122 to 244 cm
wide, and usually located at the highest point on the crawl. Typically, egg chambers are
located 50-100 cm from where the turtle entered the body pit. This can be identified by
looking for abrupt changes from the turtle’s crawl marks to a pile of loose sand, which
was thrown behind the nesting turtle as it exits the nest covering the clutch. Egg
chambers were found by surveyors using a wooden probe to find a soft spot in the body
pit where eggs were laid. Once a soft spot was located in the sand, nests were carefully
dug out by hand looking for submerged vegetation or until an egg was found to verify the
nest cavity. One egg was removed for genetic testing followed by covering the nest with
moist sand.
False crawls were determined if no body pit was present throughout the entire
crawl or if there was a body pit but no egg chamber. Reasons for false crawls are not
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understood, but their frequency may be influenced by sand texture, temperature, and
compactness or actual disturbance to the sea turtle (Williams-Walls et al. 1983).
The majority of relocated nests were partially depredated (a portion of the eggs
are still viable) by coyotes in 2010. Remaining intact eggs from depredated nests were
relocated to a suitable dune in the event coyotes would return to the same nest chamber.
Broken yolks on relocated eggs were cleaned to reduce the chances of coyotes finding
relocated eggs from the smell of the yolk. Other nests were relocated due to improper
placement on the beach, such as a nests laid below the high tide line, or nest chambers
not deep enough to adequately incubate eggs (2 – 10 cm).
All relocated nests were moved to nearby dunes above the high tide line for
protection from erosion and nest predators. Since sea turtles are temperature-dependent
sex determination (TSD), nest relocation sites were carefully selected by evaluating
several land features such as dune height, slope, and vegetation to decrease the possibility
of effecting embryonic development (Tuttle and Rostal 2010). To relocate eggs,
surveyors removed each egg individually and placed in a 19 liter bucket for
transportation to an alternate location. Once an appropriate site was found, an egg
camber was constructed with 20-25 cm in diameter and the same depth as the initial nest.
Eggs were carefully placed in the same vertical arrangement as in the original nest.
Finally, nests were covered with moist sand and a mesh screen to protect from nest
predators.

Initial Night Protection
Night patrols consisted of three different interval periods to determine the best
time to deter coyote depredation (10 p.m.- 2 a.m., 2 a.m.- 6 a.m., and full night from 10
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p.m.- 6 a.m.). During night survey periods, two interns patrolled the entire length of the
beach with an all-terrain vehicle looking for turtle crawls near the waterline. Once the
beach was surveyed, there was a resting period between 45 to 90 minutes between
patrols. The resting period is an allotted time without disturbance for the loggerhead sea
turtles to crawl onto the beach and begin oviposition.
Since South Island beach is 6.12 km long, it is nearly impossible to survey the
beach several times by physically walking the beach. Therefore, surveyors used the most
noninvasive techniques possible with an all-terrain vehicle riding at the lowest point near
the waterline and below the high-tide line. This technique has several advantages to
driving a truck or other vehicle. First, the driver has the best field of view possible and
the truck cab does not obstruct their vision allowing observers an opportunity to identify
objects and turtles quickly. Using all-terrain vehicles also does not create large tire tracks
in the sand, which have shown to disorient and possibly killed crawling hatchlings.
Finally, driving near the waterline and below the high-tide line reduces the possibility of
detection by sea turtles and prevents vehicle collisions with shorebird nests and chicks.
During surveys, red lighted headlamps and red lens covers were used on allterrain vehicle headlights to decrease detectability. Studies have shown that red lights are
not visible in the eye spectrum of marine turtles (Ehrenfeld 1968). Once a crawl was
found, the surveyor must determine that there were two visible crawls, an entry point and
exit. This indicated the turtle had finished digging a body pit, laying eggs, and had left
the beach. If there was only an entry crawl indicating the turtle was still in the process of
nesting, the remaining survey was finished to give adequate time for oviposition before
returning to the site. This ensured no disturbance to the turtle while constructing the
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body pit, a crucial time when the turtle can easily be agitated. The amount of time for
turtles to lay nests on South Island beach ranged from 1 - 2.5 hours.
Two-sample Z-test was used to test the probability of night patrols reducing the
mean loss of loggerhead sea turtle nests from coyote depredations on the initial night of
oviposition. This test statistic is based on coyote depredation results during the nesting
season of 2009 without night patrols, and 2010 with the use of night patrols to decrease
depredation. Pearson’s Chi-square was used to determine the difference between night
patrol shifts (10 p.m.- 2 a.m., 2 a.m.- 6 a.m., and 10 p.m.- 6 a.m.) and the mean loss of
loggerhead sea turtle nests from coyote depredations on South Island.

Nests Inventories
Nests were checked daily after 45 days of incubation by examining the nest for a
small depression (approximately 30 cm wide) in the sand under the screen and small
turtle crawls from emerged hatchlings. This revealed there was some type of emergence.
All nests inventoried on South Island were completed three days after the last emergence
from the nest. If nests were inundated by high tide and never visibly hatched, extra time
was allotted for the nest to hatch. When completing a nest inventory, the surveyors
would carefully dig into the egg chamber and remove all the contents. Eggs were placed
in piles categorizing them into hatched or unhatched. If >50% of the hatch shell
remained it was counted as one hatchling. Any live hatchlings found in the nest were
immediately released and the results (hatched eggs, unhatched eggs, total number of
eggs, live hatchlings, and dead hatchlings) were recorded to determine mean hatch and
emergence success. Comparing the total amount of eggs hatched to the total amount of
emerged hatchlings gives an indication of the mean emergence success rate.
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In 2011, biologists with the SCDNR Sea Turtle Program decided to inventory
only even numbered nests on South Island due to the high number of nests and
insufficient personnel to properly conduct inventories. This systematic sampling of even
nests allows the results to be extrapolated from a range of total number of hatchlings
produced. Estimated range of hatchlings produced is determined by (emergence success
rate x average clutch size x total number of nests) for the maximum interval and
(emergence success rate x average clutch size x total number of nests minus total lost
nests) for the minimum interval for total number of hatchlings produced for 2011 on
South Island.
Once contents of egg chambers were counted, the remains were placed back in the
chamber and covered with sand. During the 2010 season, 63% (87 nests) of inventoried
nests were dug up by coyotes on the next day. This indicates that egg chamber contents
should be removed to ensure that coyotes are not learning to dig into every nest and
acclimate to scent of open eggs and yolk.

Trapping
The SCDNR is responsible for predator control and management on TYWC for
sea turtle conservation. Consequently SCDNR began trapping once sea turtle nest
depredation had surpassed the threshold loss rate of 10% per year as by the National
Marine Fisheries Service in the Sea Turtle Recovery Plan for beaches intensively
managed for sea turtles (NMFS 2008). This research project did not require an Animal
Use Protocol (AUP), since trapping was conducted solely by SCDNR and none of the
students involved with this project dealt with trapping or handling of wild animals.
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In the second field season (May to October 2011, the effectiveness of lethal
control methods were examined as a method to decrease sea turtle depredation by
reducing the total number of coyotes on the islands. During the winter of 2009 and 2010,
SCDNR contracted a trapper to remove coyotes from TYWC. The trapper used
OneidaTM Victor number three double-coil spring, Soft-Catch leg-hold traps placed along
active coyote routes. SCDNR personnel euthanized trapped animals by shooting
captured coyotes in the cranium.

RESULTS
Sea Turtle Nesting Success
During night surveys conducted from May to July in 2010, South Island produced
a total of 87 nests, which is similar to the 2009 season of 97 nests. A total of 29 nests
during the 2010 season were relocated because of coyote disturbance, which was 21% of
the total number of nests laid. By 2011, none of the nests were relocated due to coyote
depredation, but 55 nests or 36.6% of the total nests were relocated to more suitable areas
to reduce the likelihood of tidal inundation. Mean incubation duration for all nests in
2010 was 54.7 days with a mean clutch count of 102.4 eggs per clutch. During the 2011
season, mean incubation duration was 55.3 days with a mean clutch count of 109.1 eggs
per clutch (Table 2.2).
While measuring contents of egg chambers during inventories, the total number of
eggs hatched was estimated to be 10,019 during the 2010 season. Emerged hatchling
totals are calculated by subtracting the amount of live hatchlings found inside egg
chambers during inventory by the total number of eggs hatched which resulted in 9,933
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hatchlings successfully emerging (Table 2.2). In 2010, mean hatch success was 63.7%,
and mean emergence success was 63.2%. This improved from the previous year in 2009
where mean hatch success was 47.5% and mean emergence success of 47%, respectively
(Table 2.2). This can be attributed to the use of night patrols to reduce total coyote
depredation, decreasing the amount of partially destroyed nest, and ultimately increasing
offspring emergence rate.
During the 2011 season, mean hatch and emergence success went down to 43.3%
and 42.9% respectively, due to the destruction of nests from Hurricane Irene (Table 2.2).
Since SCDNR decided to only inventory even number nest due to the high quantity of sea
turtle nests in 2011, the estimated production range was extrapolated from the number of
hatchlings produced. Consequently, the estimated production upper range limit for
hatchlings produced is 7,020 hatchlings and the lower range limit is 5,008 hatchlings.
Therefore, it was concluded that the total number of hatchlings produced in 2011 was
between 5,008 and 7,020 (Table 2.2).

Night Patrol Surveys
Night patrols on South Island significantly decreased the total amount of coyote
depredation on nests from 52% (Mean ± SD = 52.58 ± 0.50, SE = 0.05) in 2009, to 15%
(Mean ± SD = 14.94 ± 0.36, SE = 0.038) in 2010 (Figure 2.4). Coyotes depredated only
13 nests during the night patrol survey from May 24-July 10, 2010 (Table 2.1). A twosample Z-test found that there was significant evidence that night patrols were effective
in reducing the mean loss of loggerhead sea turtle nests from coyote depredation on
South Island beach (Z < 1.96, P = 0.05).
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Using a Chi-square analysis, there was no significant difference in the night patrol
intervals (! !   = 5.99, P = 0.05). The Chi-square values suggest that none of the three
night patrol intervals (10 p.m.- 2 a.m., 2 a.m.- 6 a.m., and 10 p.m.- 6 a.m.) were
significantly more effective than any one of the others. These models assume that all
experimental factors are equal for the patrol shifts such as weather, nesting success, and
tide levels, since dates were randomly selected. The night patrol shift with the lowest
percentage of coyote depredation was, as expected, the full night shift from 10 p.m. to 6
a.m. with 2.3% of the total nests (Figure 2.5) depredated by coyotes during this time
period. Early and late half night surveys had similar results with the 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
interval having 5.75% depredation. The 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. interval had the most
depredations at 6.9% (Figure 2.5).
The months following night patrols, when, there was no human presence during
the night, the amount of coyote depredation on sea turtle nests increased to 45.1% (Table
2.2). During this post-night patrol period from July 11 to October 12 the number of nests
depredated by coyotes increased to 23 total nests that were negatively impacted by
coyotes out of a total of 51 nests. Summarizing the entire year of 2010, loggerhead sea
turtle beach nesting success was 47.9%. A total 36 of the 138 nests were impacted by
coyotes resulting in a depredation rate of 26.08% (Table 2.2).

Trapping
Since 2006, a contract trapper and SCDNR employees have removed a total of 32
coyotes on South and Cat Islands of the TYWC (Figure 2.6). The majority of coyotes
were euthanized by employees along roadways between islands. In the winter of 2009,
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the SCDNR contracted a trapper to remove coyotes on TYWC. The trapper was
successful at removing six coyotes using OneidaTM Victor number three double-coil
spring, Soft-Catch leg-hold traps placed along active trails, roadways, baited areas, and
certain sections of South Island beach most utilized by coyotes. The inverse relationship
between the cumulative number of coyotes euthanized and the amount of coyote
depredation on loggerhead sea turtle nests can be seen in Figure 2.6.
In 2010, SCDNR targeted coyotes utilizing the South Island beach and removed
two adult coyotes (one male and one female) that had been identified by the presence of
radio-collars on each of the animals and photos taken from the concurrent camera trap
study. These adult coyotes were documented traveling in pairs and identified during the
camera survey from their overall size, markings, and type of radio-collar. After the
removal of the two radio-collared adult coyotes in the winter of 2010, the presence of
coyotes on the beach dramatically dropped until late July of 2011, and it was believed
that the South Island beach could have been part of their territory. It is uncertain
whether these adult coyotes were an Alpha breeding pair, but it has been verified by other
studies that breeding pairs exhibit territorial affinity to areas year-round (Bekoff and
Wells 1986, Allen et al. 1987). Removing these suspected Alpha coyotes from the beach
greatly reduced coyote presence and sea turtle nest depredation in 2011.
During the 2009 trapping season, the contract trapper placed traps on both South
and Cat Islands and captured a total of six coyotes. In 2011, during a two-week period
(Jan. 24 – Feb. 7, 2011) the trapper focused his efforts on areas closer to South Island
beach and removed two coyotes from the beach. Both coyotes were radio-collared from
the concurrent study (Cady Etheredge, Ph.D. project) and were observed during the
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camera survey study in 2010. The combination of coyote avoidance of beach areas from
night patrols and effective trapping and removal of coyotes reduced initial coyote
depredation from the first night oviposition of sea turtle nest from 52% (2009) to 0%
(2011). These management strategies targeted coyotes utilizing the beach; therefore,
leaving the beach areas unoccupied for the majority of the summer. Since the first
observation coyote presence in 2011 was not until July 14, already past the midpoint of
the sea turtle nesting, night surveys were unnecessary. During this year, no sea turtle
nests was depredated on the first night of oviposition and the first coyote depredation was
not until August 8, 2011, when a coyote dug under a screen to destroy the nest. A total of
nine nests were completely depredated after a screen was deployed and coyotes dug
under screens on South Island during 2010-2011 seasons.
The amount of loggerhead sea turtle nests completely depredated by coyotes also
dropped significantly from 22 nests in 2009 to four nests in 2010. The majority of coyote
depredated nests in 2010 were partially depredated meaning a portion of the clutch was
not damaged or consumed. Remaining intact eggs from depredated nests were
successfully relocated to suitable sites to complete incubation. The mean portion of eggs
successfully relocated after a partial coyote depredation was 50% (mean ± SD = 50.01 ±
23.56) in 2010. This indicates that night surveys decreased coyote depredation on sea
turtle nests, and increased the chance of saving portions of nests that would not have
survived without intervention. During the 2011 season, none of the sea turtle nests were
depredated on the initial night of oviposition due to the decrease of coyote presence at the
beginning of the season. Coyotes digging under screened nests destroyed only four nests.
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The presence of coyotes on the beach was not evident until July 14, 2011 when
another radio-collared animal was visibly identified on the camera survey. SCDNR
personnel effectively reduced coyote presence on South Island beach with a combination
of trapping and night surveys. Figure 2.4 illustrates the timeline of management strategies
and corresponding decreases in sea turtle nest depredation by coyotes as a result of
management activities from 2009-2011.

DISCUSSION
With the present status of coyotes in the southeastern U.S. increasing at dramatic
rates, there is a need for effective management strategies to reduce conflicts with this
extremely invasive animal. State and federal natural resource programs must be willing
to adapt to new techniques to mitigate the new and emerging issues and challenges that
coyotes bring to conservation. Sea turtle biologists and managers need to understand
more about the ecology of coyotes so effective management strategies can be
implemented. For example, at the Savannah River Site in South Carolina, researchers
have found evidence suggesting the possibility that coyotes may be significantly
impacting fawn recruitment in white-tailed deer (Schrecengost et al. 2008, Kilgo et al.
2010).
For sea turtle conservation the presence of coyotes is a greater concern if
management strategies are not implemented to protect nesting beaches due to
vulnerability and low reproductive success of threaten loggerhead sea turtles. In 2009,
coyotes on South Island were responsible for approximately one third of South Carolina’s
documented egg losses (SCDNR unpublished data). This is significant considering, on
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average, that South Carolina has been the location of more than half of the loggerhead
nests laid within the range of the Northern subpopulation (Turtle Expert Working Group
2000).
On the Gulf of California, researchers have found that coyotes living adjacent to
coastal areas will exploit beach resources and more than half of their diet is composed of
food sources directly related to the ocean (Rose and Polis 1998). In residential areas,
trapping may be restricted due to negative perceptions by the public and limited access to
effectively and safely place traps in association with human and pet activity. Night
patrols could be utilized by managers and volunteers to decrease coyote depredation
without interfering with humans. Volunteers may be a cost-effective approach to
management, but they should be trained on appropriate management strategies and
techniques similar to those techniques described in this project and recommended by the
USFWS (USFWS 2008).
From 2006 until 2009, it appeared when coyotes had the ability to depredate sea
turtle eggs on the first night of oviposition they did not disturb nest screens or any nest
protection after it was deployed. Consequently, after night surveys decreased the
availability of sea turtle nests as a food resource at the end of summer 2010, coyotes
learned to pull off or dig under screens to get into older nests. This illustrates that
coyotes have the ability to learn how to modify their environments and overcome certain
management strategies and obstacles. In contrast, red fox (Vulpes vuples), which are
also opportunistic foragers, find other food resources instead of taking risks or expending
time and energy to overcome nest screens (Yerli et al. 1997).
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Relationship Between Night Patrols and False Crawls
One of the primary concerns for managers using night patrols is evaluating how
much it affects sea turtle nesting activity. The amount of disturbance in this study was
limited on the beach by using all-terrain vehicles with red lenses covering headlights to
decrease detectability from sea turtles. A resting period was also utilized between each
patrol, which gave adequate time for sea turtles to crawl up the beach before the next
survey.
During the 2011 season, South Island beach had 150 false crawls out of a total of
287 crawls. This resulted in a false crawl rate of 52.1%, and a beach success of 47.9%.
Beach success is defined as the ratio of nests laid on a beach compared to the amount of
false crawls. Before 2009, false crawls were not recorded on this beach, so only the last
three years (2009, 2010, 2011) of false crawls and nests were analyzed (Figure 2.7). In
2010, when night surveys were completed throughout the majority of nesting season, the
highest beach success recorded was 47.9%, which is almost identical to the previous year
without patrols at 46.1% in 2009 (Table 2.2).
However, during the 2011 season beach success was lowest (37.4%) when no
night patrols were conducted (Table 2.2). This may be partially attributed to the overall
increase in total sea turtle activity on South Island, but other factors may have contributed
to beach success. Human presence and increased traffic on the beach at night may affect
a few nesting turtles. Overall, conducting night patrols did not appear to affect total
beach success, if conducted properly using suggestion from NOAA (Schroeder and
Murphy 1999).
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Management Strategies
There is no significant difference in the mean coyote depredation rate on
loggerhead sea turtle nests between full night (10 p.m.- 6 a.m.), early half night (10 p.m.2 a.m.), and late half night (2 a.m.- 6 a.m.) shifts. Even though full-night patrols had the
lowest depredation rate, time consuming and statistically in reducing coyote depredation
on sea turtle nests than half night surveys. Therefore, it is recommended to use, half
night surveys during peak sea turtle nesting season to decrease labor and costs associated
with these management strategies. Further research needs to be continued to determine if
night patrol shifts should be based on natural events such as tide levels, moon phases, and
local weather patterns to predict the best possible time of sea turtle emergences.
In conclusion, results suggest the combination of effective trapping and night
patrols can radically decrease the amount of coyote depredation on loggerhead sea turtle
nest to an acceptable level (10%). It is essential that SCDNR managers continue trapping
coyotes repeatedly on a yearly basis until coyote populations are extirpated or restricted
to depredation rates below the 10% limit on areas near South Island beach to ensure
continued and successful sea turtle nesting. The addition of another trapping season from
March to April, when coyote dispersion is most likely to occur, will limit the amount of
new coyotes using the beach environment (Larrucea et al. 2007). Night patrols should be
conducted during the peak of sea turtle nesting season if coyote depredation is causing
nesting failures to approach the maximum 10% allowable rate.
Future research also needs to determine if coyotes utilizing coastal resources are
transient or territorial to beach areas. Ultimately, this knowledge about coyote ecology
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will help in determining more effective coyote trapping strategies that facilitate sea turtle
recovery efforts.
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Table 2.1. Night patrol surveys for loggerhead sea turtle activity conducted from May to
July of 2010 and the amount of nest depredation by coyotes on South Island on Tom
Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown County, South Carolina.
Night
Survey
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Survey
Dates*
24-25/May/10
26/May/10
26-27/May/10
27-28/May/10
28-29/May/10
30/May/10
31-1/May/10
2/Jun/10
3/Jun/10
3-4/Jun/10
5/Jun/10
5-6/Jun/10
7-8/Jun/10
8-9/Jun/10
9-10/Jun/10
10-11/Jun/10
11-12/Jun/10
13/Jun/10
13-14/Jun/10
15-16/Jun/10
16-17/Jun/10
17-18/Jun/10
18-19/Jun/10
20/Jun/10
21-22/Jun/10
22-23/Jun/10
24/Jun/10
24-25/Jun/10
26/Jun/10
26-27/Jun/10
28-29/Jun/10
29-30/Jun/10
1/Jun/10
1-2/Jul/10
3/Jul/10
4/Jul/10
4-5/Jul10
6/Jul/10
7-8/Jul/10
8-7/Jul/10
9-10/Jul/10
10-11/Jul/10
Totals

Shift
10pm-2am
2am-6am
10pm-6am
10pm-6am
10pm-2am
2am-6am
10pm-2am
2am-6am
2am-6am
10pm-6am
2am-6am
10pm-6am
10pm-6am
10pm-6am
10pm-2am
10pm-2am
10pm-2am
2am-6am
10pm-6am
10pm-2am
10pm-6am
10pm-6am
10pm-2am
2am-6am
10pm-2am
10pm-2am
2am-6am
10pm-6am
2am-6am
10pm-2am
10pm-6am
10pm-6am
2am-6am
10pm-6am
2am-6am
2am-6am
10pm-2am
2am-6am
10pm-6am
10pm-2am
10pm-2am
10pm-2am

Nests

False Crawls

1
5
1
1
1
2
5
2
1
5
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
4
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
4
4
4
2
1
4
1
2
4
2
2
2
4
1
1
87

0
5
0
3
1
0
5
3
3
1
1
4
2
0
3
3
7
4
2
2
1
6
1
1
7
3
0
5
8
1
1
0
1
1
1
5
6
1
9
3
1
2
113

Nests
Depredated
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
2
1
0
13

Depredated
Percentage
0
20
0
0
0
0
20
50
0
20
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
50
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
25
25
0
0
0
0
100
25
0
0
0
50
100
0
14.94

*Note: These patrol surveys are completed at night and include two days during the full
night (10 p.m. – 6 a.m.) and early half night (10 p.m. – 2 a.m.) since the survey runs
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through a specific time frame. However, it only requires one day to survey the late half
night (2 a.m. – 6 a.m.).
Table 2.2. Summary of nesting data for loggerhead sea turtles on South Island beach and
the number of coyote depredation on loggerhead nests on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center
in Georgetown, South Carolina.
South Island

2009*

2010:
Night
Patrols

2010:
Post-Night
Patrols

2010:
Entire
Season

2011

Nests

97

87

51

138

150

False Crawls

113

113

37

150

251

Relocated
Nests

41.20%

N/A

N/A

21%

36.60%

Incubation
Duration

55.8	
  
Days	
  

N/A

N/A

54.7 Days

55.3 Days

Mean Clutch
Count

119.2
eggs

N/A

N/A

102.4 eggs 109.1 eggs

Mean Hatch
Success

47.50%

N/A

N/A

63.70%

43.30%

Mean
Emergence
Success

47%

N/A

N/A

63.20%

42.90%

Hatchlings
Produced

4,863

N/A

N/A

10,019

5,008 7,020

Beach
Success**

46.10%

43.50%

55.26%

47.92%

37.40%

Coyote
Depredation

51

13

23

36

4

Coyote
Depredation
(Percentage)

52.58%

14.94%

45.10%

26.08%

2.67%

*Note: The loggerhead sea turtle nesting results collected in 2009 before this study began
by SCDNR staff (SCDNR 2009).
**Note: Beach success is the ratio of successfully laid loggerhead sea turtle nests to total
amount of sea turtle emergences (nests and false crawls) onto the beach.
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Figure 2.1. Study Area on South Island and daily survey on Sand Island on Tom Yawkey
Wildlife Center, Georgetown County, South Carolina.
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Figure 2.2. Photographic evidence of coyotes digging under screens to depredate a
loggerhead sea turtle nest on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown County, South
Carolina.
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Figure 2.3. Photographic evidence of coyotes digging around a self-releasing metal cage
for loggerhead sea turtles on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown County, South
Carolina.
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Figure 2.4. The total amount of coyote depredation per year on loggerhead sea turtles
nests from 2006 to 2011 on South Island and the timeline of management strategies.
Note: the dashed red line represents a 10% depredation rate, which is the highest
acceptable rate for managed beaches in South Carolina set by the Sea Turtle Recovery
Plan (NMFS 2008).
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Figure 2.5. Relationship among night patrols and percentage of loggerhead sea turtle
nests depredated by coyotes on South Island from May to October of 2010 on Tom
Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown County, South Carolina.
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Figure 2.6. An inverse relationship between the number of loggerhead sea turtle nests
depredated by coyotes and the cumulative number of coyotes euthanized from 2006 to
2011on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown County, South Carolina.
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Figure 2.7. Relationship between successful loggerhead sea turtle nests and false crawls
on South Island from 2009 to 2011 on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown
County, South Carolina.
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CHAPTER THREE
DEVELOPMENT OF A POST-EMERGENCE HATCHLING
PREDATION CAMERA SURVEY
INTRODUCTION
There have been few studies determining predation of a species with camera traps
and even fewer that estimated the amount of predation on a prey species due to
limitations of cameras traps. For this to be possible, prey must be stationary or moving
through an extremely small window in the environment, such as bird eggs in a nest or
mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) coming to a feeding station. In the Raft River
Mountain Range of Utah, several scientists used commercial camera traps to measure the
amount of predation risks between pumas (Puma concolor) and mule deer at feeding
stations in different microhabitats (Hernandez et al. 2005). Their theory was the amount
of pictures taken of mule deer at feeding stations was inversely related to the amount of
food left in a feeding station. Therefore, they measured predation risks with the time
mule deer were willing to stay at feeding stations (Hernandez et al. 2005). Even though
these were estimates of predation risks, they were not actually visually documenting the
event of predation with cameras.
This project had the difficult task of attempting to capture the actual event of
coyote predation on post-emergence loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings using infrared
camera traps. There are three primary reasons why infrared cameras were used instead of
human observers. First, cameras cause fewer disturbances than actual human presence to
animals and they can capture more natural behavior from wary and apprehensive coyotes.
Second, the photos taken by cameras reduce potential human-biased results and can be
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reviewed by multiple people (Larrucea et al. 2007). Finally, they are less labor intensive
and can take infrared pictures throughout the night with no breaks.
The importance of predation on post-emergence sea turtle hatchlings in the U.S.
is widely overlooked by many sea turtle biologists because they are unaware of the
possible significance of predator-induced mortality on hatchlings and impacts to the
population. Numerous scientists believe the most important life cycle in marine turtles is
after they have reached 30 years old and most conservation efforts should be placed on
mature turtles in the ocean (Crouse et al. 1987). Although undoubtedly important, nest
and hatchling survival are equally important in the conservation of sea turtles. If sea
turtle conservation efforts on beaches is stopped or limited, their populations will
inevitably decline, especially considering the amount of human development,
depredation, pollution, and beach erosion. Nest and hatchling conservation is vital to the
survival of the species, since sea turtle hatchlings and eggs have an extremely low
survival rate. The ultimate mission and goal for sea turtle protection should be a
combination of conservation efforts through all developmental stages of turtles to ensure
survival and removal from endangered or threaten species lists.
The objective of this chapter is to determine if coyote predation on loggerhead sea
turtle hatchlings during the emergence process could be a significant portion of total
predation and decrease hatchling productivity. This experiment predicts that coyotes are
causing an unnecessary mortality on hatchlings which may be quantified as significant
and justify management practices aimed at reducing hatchling predation. The null
hypotheses tested in this chapter was 1) there is no relationship between the mean loss of
loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings from coyote predation for 2010 and 2011 using
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information collected from the camera trap survey, and 2) coyote trapping has no affect at
reducing the mean coyote presence rate on South Island beach.
The National Marine Fishery Service produces the Sea Turtle Recovery Plan
which list objectives of maintaining loggerhead sea turtle nest depredation at less than or
equal to 10% within the Northern Recovery Unit, which ranges from the Florida-Georgia
border to southern Virginia (NMFS 2008). In 2010 loggerhead sea turtle nest
depredation on South Island was over the 10% mark at 15%. However, if you factor in
the mortality of coyote predation on post-emergence hatchlings, this may increase it even
higher. If results suggest significant hatchling mortality, other precautions should be
implemented to limit hatchling mortality. Comparisons will also be made between the
amount of coyote activity on the South Island beach before and after the lethal removal of
coyotes. This will determine if trapping was an effective method of targeting coyotes
that were primarily using the beach and therefore reducing nest and hatchling predation.
This chapter will also discuss different variables that affect camera trap surveys and
provide suggestions for the SCDNR to continue effective coyote and sea turtle
management on TYWC.

MATERIALS
Initial Camera Testing
Direct observations of coyote behavior in the wild are extremely difficult because
of the elusive nature of the species (Kleiman and Brady 1978, Bekoff 2001). Coyotes are
extremely wary and from experiences with night surveys, it has been observed that
human present can dramatically affect efforts and results. A study of leatherback
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hatchling depredation in Playa Grande, Costa Rica used observers with night vision
equipment to visually document depredation (Tomillo et al. 2010). They observed that
predator species, such as ghost crabs, yellow-crowned night herons (Nyctanassa
violacea), great blue herons (Ardea herodias), and domestic animals were not affected by
human presence. When dealing with mammalian species like coyotes, which have a
secretive and exceedingly cautious nature, other approaches must be taken to effectively
catch this animal in action.
The purpose for the initial camera experiment in early spring of 2010 was to test
several types of cameras traps to determine the most effective and less invasive method
of providing information on coyote behavior, especially as it relates to sea turtle nest and
hatchling predation. Two relatively inexpensive models: the MoultrieTM Game Spy 80
Scouting Camera and CuddebackTM Digital Capture IR 5.0 MP Digital Scouting Camera
were tested. Both cameras are made for remote photographing and for scouting whitetailed deer. The CuddebackTM Digital Capture IR™ 5.0 MP Digital Scouting Camera
utilizes infrared and motion sensors with a 1/3 second trigger speed that takes up to 3.0
megapixel pictures at a range of 12.19 m (Table 3.1). Camera benefits include ease of
use and the ability to withstand harsh weather environments. In contrast, the main flaw
of the CuddebackTM was the red glow emitted from the infrared and limited number of
pictures per trigger settings. The MoultrieTM Game Spy 80 Scouting camera is capable of
taking 5.0 megapixel pictures and video with a range up to 9 m (Table 3.1). The video
selection would provide the most beneficial data, but it was limited to only 30 second
videos. The MoultrieTM camera also uses a flash instead of infrared.
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Initial testing of cameras was completed during the week of May 21-28, 2010.
Both cameras were placed on the beach at different sites approximately 1 km apart.
Cameras were set up on PVC pipe 91 cm off the ground with bait (depredated sea turtle
eggs shells and egg yolks) placed 4.57 m in front of cameras and in the range for both
devices. The CuddlebackTM camera was set to the highest sensitivity with the fastest
trigger speed and the MoultrieTM camera was on video mode. Daily sea turtle nest
surveys were conducted, but both sites remained undisturbed throughout an entire week
and bait was reapplied on May 24, 2010. At the end of week the cameras were collected
and results analyzed. Both cameras had coyotes come to the bait, but the coyotes were
frightened by the flash and red infrared glow. The video of one coyote on the MoultrieTM
camera was inconclusive and only the coyote was observed running off. The photos and
videos illustrate that the illumination from cameras alters the natural environment,
therefore changing posture of coyotes in the picture. All coyotes observed are crouched
and in a frightened position. The CuddebackTM camera took excellent photos of two
different coyotes, a bobcat, and a raccoon, but coyotes were extremely hesitant and
appeared frightened. None of these cameras had coyotes return to the bait, which led to
the conclusion that the cameras used in this experiment should be less invasive and
feature a no-glow infrared system. The CuddebackTM camera would be excellent for
other predator species such as feral hogs or raccoons, but the red glow frightened coyotes.
The MoultrieTM camera was ineffective and did not trigger when a bobcat (as evidenced
by tracks) had walked up to the bait.
In initial camera tests, it was extremely important to decrease the amount of
artificial noise and light to capture coyotes in a natural-state. Camera traps that are quiet
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and feature a no-glow infrared are very expensive. ReconyxTM has developed the best
no-glow infrared cameras for wildlife research that can be set up for special wildlife
experiments and observations. These cameras start at $550 for HC600 and $650 for
PC900 (only available in 2011) models, which limited the number of cameras available to
purchase for this project. The quality of this brand was unmatched during the research
period. Table 3.1 describes the features of all four cameras and gives a direct comparison
on overall quality and usability for each camera.

Equipment
During the 2010 hatching season (July to October) the six cameras used were
ReconyxTM HC600 Scouting Cameras, capable of taking pictures at 1/5 of a second with
a 15.24 m infrared illumination range (Table 3.1) (ReconyxTM 2011). Some nests that
were 30-46 m from the water, or had limited field of view, required two cameras. These
cameras also utilize no-glow infrared technology making them completely invisible to
sea turtles and predators. Sea turtle hatchlings are cold-blooded and also too small to
trigger motion detectors. However, the cameras can detect animals ranging from mink
(Neovison vison) to feral hogs. This decreased the amount of excessive pictures and
limited sea turtle hatchlings from being disoriented as they made their way to the water.
In 2011, four new cameras ReconyxTM PC900 were purchased to eliminate the
effect of time lag (time period between exposures) and to work in conjunction with
HC600 cameras. These cameras are a completely new line of cameras designed for
studying wildlife behavior and are adjustable for many different needs and applications.
The PC900 features are similar to the HC600 with no-glow infrared, 1/5 second trigger
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speed and rapid fire, but the primary difference is the number of pictures per trigger. The
HC600 is limited to only 10 pictures per trigger; whereas, the PC900 can be adjusted
from 1-99 pictures per trigger and includes loop recording (ReconyxTM 2011). This
feature eliminates time lag between exposures and allows for more data collection.

METHODS
Coyote predation rates on post-emergence sea turtle hatchlings are important
factors to quantify and understand in order to improve demographic models of early life
stages. This was accomplished using infrared cameras to survey coyote predation on
post-emergence loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings during the hatching period from July to
October. Confidence interval were developed to determine a range of values for the
decrease in hatchling productivity, which can be computed so it contains the estimated
parameter a high proportion of the time. The 95% confidence interval was constructed so
95% of such intervals will contain the parameter. When two confidence intervals do not
overlap, this is considered evidence of statistically significant differences (P = 0.05) in
the two means (or proportions).
Two-sample unpaired t-tests were used to determine the probability of coyote
predation on sea turtle hatchlings during the post-emergence process from 2010 and 2011
using infrared camera traps. In concurrence with the camera survey, determining the
presence or absence of coyotes around sea turtle nests during the hatching period using
visual observations of coyote tracks completed the third objective. Two-sample Z-tests
were used to determine if coyote trapping is an effective management strategy for
reducing the mean coyote presence on South Island beach from 2010 to 2011.
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A total of six infrared camera traps were used in 2010 to survey selected turtle
nests due to hatch. The survey began July 7, in concurrence with the hatching period,
and ended with the final nest on October 4. Cameras were mounted to PVC pipes placed
behind and/or in front sea turtle nests to have the best field of view possible. They were
erected on the 45th day after oviposition of nest incubation and remained until all
hatchlings had fully emerged. Daily surveys were completed to check for hatchling
emergence and battery life on cameras.
The initial time period strategy for camera trap surveys was to place equipment on
the 45th day of nest incubation and continue until the three days after the first hatch to
capture the complete hatching sequence. After the first three weeks during the hatching
period on July 14, 2010, it was apparent that the majority of loggerhead sea turtle nests
on South Island beach would emerge in one mass wave. On the first day of emergence
approximately 80-100 hatchlings would hatch and a majority of nests would fully
emerged on the first night. Scientists believe this behavior is a way of overwhelming
predators with sheer numbers (Tomillo et al. 2010), which resulted in a change in the
initial camera trap survey methodology. Once the first large wave of hatchlings had
emerged, it was necessary to move the cameras to the next emerging nest. Not only does
this limit the number of days needed per nests surveyed, it also allows cameras to be
placed more quickly to cover additional nests during the entire survey. Additionally, the
amount of hatchlings that emerged after the first night was significantly lower (5-10% of
the total emergence success) compared to the initial hatch (90-95% of the total
emergence success) on South Island beach. Therefore, the decreasing number of
hatchlings travelling along the beach, which are potentially available for predation,
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resulted in a reduction of coyote activity around nests after the first night of emergence
around the nest.
In the 2011 season, a total of ten cameras were deployed on both South and Sand
Islands. The same number of cameras (six) were used on South Island as the previous
summer to remain statistically unbiased with four PC900 and two HC600 cameras. The
remaining four cameras were used on Sand Island to survey an island with a completely
different environment of large washovers, a few small dunes, and small patches of wax
myrtle.
The second camera survey began on June 5, 2011 with the beginning of the sea
turtle hatching period and ran until August 25, 2011. This camera trap survey was cut
short due to Hurricane Irene, which struck the coast on August 28, 2011. Even though
the majority of the hurricane missed landfall, the storm surge and strong rip currents
devastated the beaches on TYWC causing tremendous erosion and accumulation of
debris. The remaining 52 nests on Sand Island were destroyed by the storm and the
island was nearly flattened. On South Island, the waves caused extreme erosion pushing
the dunes back between 20-30 m in certain areas. Of the remaining 49 nests on South
Island beach, the storm removed 82%, leaving only nine nests to survive and
consequently ended the camera survey. Nonetheless, during the 2011 survey valuable
data was collected. Overall the beach produced good sea turtle nesting success with a
substantial number of nests produced before the storm.

Possible Predations and Visible Nest Emergence
Possible coyote predation in this study was defined as the occurrence of coyote
tracks intersecting prey tracks (hatchling crawls) more than the number of coyote tracks
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along the dune line (Figure 3.1). In other terms, possible coyote predation is the
observation of coyote tracks intersecting hatchling tracks that signifies the likelihood and
probability of possible predation on sea turtle hatchlings. Throughout the first summer,
there were 45 possible hatchling depredations out of total of 138 nests. Visible nest
emergence is the process of detecting either hatchling tracks exiting the nest, or a large
bowl shaped depression in the sand at the center of a nest indicating that a portion of the
nest had hatched. Many natural weather patterns can affect visible nest emergence such
as high winds, tide inundation, and heavy rain. Possible depredation and visible nest
emergence is combined with camera surveys to estimate total coyote depredation. As a
side note, it also helpful to confirm cameras were functioning correctly and triggering on
coyotes when in range of the device. In 2010, out of the 138 total nests, 102 nests had
visible nest emergence and the remaining nests were either affected by the weather or
never successfully hatched. By 2011, the number of visible nest emergence decreased to
66 nests due to Hurricane Irene destroying nests in the middle of the hatching season.
Since it is not feasible to have a camera on every hatching nest, the ability to compare
visible tracks to camera photos to estimate total depredation on post-emergence
hatchlings is valuable.

Post-Emergence Time Elapsed
Throughout the summers of 2010 and 2011, randomly selected nests were
surveyed during the hatching period to determine the amount of time lapsed for
loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings from the post-emergence process from the nest to the
water (Table 3.2). This gave an estimate of the total time it takes for hatchlings to crawl
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from the nest to the water to determine how large the time window is for possible coyote
depredation. On select nights, when sea turtle nests were supposed to hatch, interns
would wait for the first sign of hatchling emergence from the nest to start measuring the
time period. Once the last hatchling entered the water the time was stopped and rounded
to a five-minute mark. During the survey, the distance between the nest and the ocean
was measured twice at the beginning and end of the hatchling process. The two distances
were averaged to determine the overall distance, which would include changes in tide.

Orientation and Placement
The two most important aspects of using infrared cameras traps to survey wildlife
are orientation and placement of cameras to maximize effectiveness. All factors must be
taken into consideration as well as a wide range of knowledge of the animal that you plan
to document. Loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings rarely trigger cameras because they are
ectothermic and their temperatures are the same as the sand. Hatchlings are also too
small and crawling motions are slow enough that they will not set off motion sensors.
Consequently, the camera traps focused on capturing images of the predators (coyotes).
Coyotes are about 101-152 cm long including the tail and have a height between 38-51
cm. Males are generally larger than females with mean weight between 10.6-11.4 kg;
whereas, females are between 9.1-9.6 kg (Windberg et al. 1991).
Cameras were placed on PVC pipes between 51-102 cm above the ground to
detect movement from coyotes around nests. Cameras were set parallel to the ground or
with a slight angle facing downward to take full advantage of a complete field of view.
Angling cameras too far down may result in camera malfunction when the infrared
detects changes in sand temperature causing unnecessary triggering of cameras. Other
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possible malfunctions may include sun detection and wind-caused movement of
vegetation such as trees limbs, sea oats, or marsh elder. If possible, cameras should be
placed where they are least likely to detect unwanted movement (wind-blown vegetation)
or heat changes in the environment to reduce the amount of useless photographs during
data collection. Placing cameras below a height of 51-102 cm may cause damage to the
device and decrease picture quality from harsh environmental factors such as mist from
waves and blowing sand.
In this experiment three different camera placement techniques were tested in an
attempt to capture coyote predation. The first location was placing cameras 30-61 cm
behind the nest screens facing outward toward the ocean, identified as Behind Facing
Ocean (BFO) (Figure 3.2). There are several pros and cons to this placement. This is a
good location for close-up pictures of coyotes and creates a quality picture for identifying
hatchlings as they emerge from the nest. It also gives the observer the best opportunity to
identify individual coyotes and observe individual characteristics. A major issue with
this camera site placement is the field of view is limited because it does not account for
steep slopes coming off higher dunes, which creates areas in photos were hatchlings are
not visible to the camera. Placing cameras behind the nests also decreased the total
sensory range of the device by 1.2-1.5 m due to nest screens and reduced the viewing
area for photography (Figure 3.2). Even though the ReconyxTM cameras are nearly silent,
the shutter produces a slight clicking sound that may frighten coyotes. This placement
site is the most likely to cause issues since it is the closest to the nest and can be easily
detected by coyotes.
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The next placement location, Front Facing Nest (FFN), is 13.7-15.2 m in front of
the nest facing the dune or nest, which maximizes the total sensory range for ReconyxTM
cameras. It allows the best field of view, especially on sloping dunes where the angle of
the camera can easily pick out the dark outlines of hatchlings coming off the dune.
Normally coyotes will approach prey from the rear and this camera view gives the best
evidence of coyote predation where you can definitely see predation occurring. As turtle
hatchlings come down the dune toward the camera, coyotes tend to stalk behind the
crawling hatchlings and these pictures are the easiest to identity predator-prey
interactions (Figure 3.3). When selecting camera placement to document coyote
predation, using the FFN site was the most effective placement.
The last camera location, Front Facing Ocean (FFO), is used in conjunction with
one of the first two sites when the beach width is greater than the sensory range of one
camera. This site allows for greater distances and helps cover the majority of beach. The
camera faces the ocean and can be placed beside FFN or at the end of the range for BFN
which prevents the chance of counting predation twice. Since the camera is facing the
opposite direction of FFN or past the sensory distance of BFN, using two cameras
together creates a more accurate measure for total predation because the majority of the
beach is covered. This is not always possible during peak hatching season due to the
high number of nests hatching and a limited number of cameras.

RESULTS
The camera survey was successful at capturing the first documented coyote
predation on loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings after emerging from nests on July 26,
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2010. Figure 3.3 shows a photographic series (ReconyxTM HC600) of a radio-collared
coyote predating post-emergence hatchlings on August 1, 2011 on South Island beach.
The camera survey collected 3,810 pictures of coyotes on the beach during the sea turtle
hatching season in 2010 and 2011. During the first season of 2010, 102 nests were
observed with hatchlings visibly emerging, and 14 of those nests had cameras confirming
coyote predation. From the 102 nests that visibly hatched, 45 were possibly predated by
coyotes as determined by examining coyote tracks that intersected with hatchling turtle
crawls. This data indicates that approximately 44.1% of the nests that visibly hatched
could have some amount of coyote predation during the first hatching season (Table
3.3). The possibility of capturing predation on cameras is even lower. The total amount
of coyotes present on cameras during the 2010 survey was 60, with only 14 cameras
confirming predation and a 23.3% probability of capturing coyotes depredating nests.
There may be several reasons why the possible predation percentage was not
higher. First, the likelihood of coyotes finding nests during the hatching period is limited
due to the short time frame of the hatch. Second, the mean emergence time for all of
hatchlings to move from nest to water was 93 minutes (Mean ± SD = 92.86 ± 28.99
minutes) (Table 3.4). This is a very small window of opportunity for coyotes to find
nests and be able to predate hatchlings. The distance covered from the nest to the water
ranged from 10 m to 135 m (Mean ± SD = 70.71 ± 41.38 m) (Table 3.4). When you
combine the short time frame with the restricted number of nests hatching each night
(approximately 1.13 nests per night during the cameras survey in 2010), it reduces the
chances of coyotes finding a nest during the emergence period. Finally, the limited
number of cameras used due to budget constraints, and the limited number of nests that
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were able to cover during a hatching season, further decreased the chances of capturing
coyote on camera to 23.3%. The wariness of coyotes around camera traps can also
influence the percentage of coyotes captured on camera (Seguin et al. 2003). The chance
of coyotes predating hatchlings is low, but their keen senses and mobility increase the
probability of finding a hatching nest 44.1% of the time when using possible predation
estimations.
In 2010, the camera survey ended with 18 cameras capturing coyote predations on
a total of 14 hatching nests. The range for turtle hatchlings lost per nest to coyotes is from
1 to 27 (Table 3.5). Mean for coyote hatchling predation on 14 nests was 9 hatchlings
lost per nest (Mean ± SD = 9 ± 7.71, SE = 2.06). Tables 3.3 and 3.6 compares the total
decrease in productivity per nests, which is an important factor for hatchling production,
at 7.53% reduction in productivity per nests (Mean ± SD = 7.53 ± 7.43, SE = 1.99). The
decrease in loggerhead sea turtle hatchling productivity during the post-emergence stage
when coyotes are presence has a 95% confidence interval mean range from 3.24 to 11.82
(decrease of hatchling productivity, SE = 1.98).
The first photos of coyotes on camera traps on South Island beach in 2011 were
not until July 14, and the first documented hatchling predation was July 31. Even though
Hurricane Irene decreased the total time of the hatching season and the number of
successful nests in 2011, valuable information was still obtained in a short time period.
By the end of the camera survey on August 25, a total of 22 nests with possible coyote
predation out of 66 visible nest emergences were documented. This results in a
probability of coyotes finding nests 33.3% of the time when observing possible
predations. Only seven nests had recorded coyote predation on hatchlings by ReconyxTM
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cameras with a total of 60 hatchlings lost to coyotes (Table 3.5). This resulted in a mean
coyote hatchling predation rate of 8.57 per nest (Mean ± SD = 8.57 ± 5.44, SE = 3.24).
Using a two-sample unpaired t-test there was no significant difference in comparing the
mean loss of loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings from coyote predation from 2010 to 2011
(! < −1.895, ! = 0.05).
Since the camera survey was monitoring such a high number of nests at the
beginning of the season in 2011 with relatively no coyote activity, only one camera was
used per nest which limited the results, as compared to nests where two cameras were
used per nest. Also, the total amount of emerged hatchlings in 2011 was extrapolated
from even numbered nests because only half of the nests were inventoried due to
insufficient personnel. The estimated maximum number of hatchlings produced is 7,020
hatchlings (emergence success rate x average clutch size x total number of nests) and the
estimated minimum number is 5,008 hatchlings (emergence success rate x average clutch
size x total number of nests minus total lost nests). Therefore producing a total number of
hatchlings produced in 2011 was between 5,008 and 7,020. Given only even numbered
nests were inventoried, it was not possible to determine the decrease in productivity for
2011 since some of the nests were not inventoried and the total number of emerged
hatchlings is uncertain. Also, different cameras (PC 900) were used in the camera survey
in 2011 which took more pictures per trigger possibly biasing results when comparing
effort and catch. For these reasons the 2011 camera survey results were left out of Figure
3.4.
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Coyote Presence
In concurrence with the camera survey, a daily inspection of the beach for fresh
signs of coyote presence (such as tracks, scat, and nest depredation) was monitored to
determine total coyote activities. Throughout the first season during the camera survey of
50 days there was a total of 44 days with fresh coyote activity, which resulted with an
88% coyote presence (Mean ± SD = .88 ± .32, SE = 0.046) for 2010 (Tables 3.2, 3.3).
This means more than three out of every four days coyotes were roaming beaches looking
to exploit resources in coastal areas confirming the findings of Rose and Polis (1998).
Trapping after the 2010 season decreased coyote presence and amount of coyote
depredation on sea turtle nests.
At the beginning of the summer 2011, there were few sightings of coyote activity
and out of the 50 days of camera survey, coyotes were present on the beach only 20 days
resulting in a 40% coyote presence (Mean ± SD = .40 ± .49, SE = 0.069) for 2011 (Tables
3.2, 3.3). Coyote trapping decreased the number of days with coyote presence from 88%
to 40% in just one year and assisted in keeping the amount of sea turtle nest depredation
to 2.67%, under the mandated amount of 10% set by the Marine Turtle Recovery Plan
(NMFS 2008). A two-sample Z-tests concluded that mean coyote presence in 2011 was
significantly lower than 2010 (! > 1.96, ! = 0.05).  

Camera Survey: Catch vs. Effort
The results of this study are similar to a puma-mule deer predator risk study
conducted (Hernandez et al. 2005) in that both studies relate the chance of predation with
the number of pictures, but Hernandez showed an inverse relationship between the two.
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As the number of mule deer (prey) pictures decreased the amount of predation risk in the
area increased. Although this study has a similar concept, the difference is this
experiment focused on the predator instead of the prey. Consequently, the results show
the opposite with a positive relationship. As the number of coyotes (predators) increased
the risks of predation on sea turtle hatchlings also increased.
In addition, the data shows the number of coyote pictures taken directly relates to
the amount of predation (Figure 3.4). For example, if a coyote walks by without
detecting the nest, the cameras will only take 10 pictures. However, if a coyote is
predating hatchlings, the number of pictures dramatically increases to a mean of 97
pictures (Mean ± SD = 96.67 ± 62.28) for 2010. Another important factor correlating
with number of pictures was the amount of time coyotes were focusing on a specific area
around the nest. The length of time increases from approximately five seconds when
coyotes just passed by cameras, to several hours when coyote were actually hunting
hatchlings. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the direct relationship in effort (number of pictures)
and catch (coyote predation), % decrease in hatchling productivity, and % predation from
the total number of hatchlings per nest.

DISCUSSION
Challenges with Infrared Camera Traps
As stated earlier, there are a number of possible malfunctions that may occur
when using infrared camera traps. For the most part, malfunctions can be mitigated by
reducing human error and using the best products available. Human error can occur by
misalignment (Main and Richardson 2002) or placing cameras too close to the ground so
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the infrared inadvertently detects heat changes on the surface of the ground.
Environmental factors also affect the quality of pictures such as weather changes,
humidity, and salt-water spray. One of the worst problems is dramatic and abrupt change
in temperatures in the Southeast causing moisture and condensation accumulation inside
and outside the camera. In 2010, the ReconyxTM cameras had a few problems with
extreme heat, because cameras cooled off at night resulting in a pressure difference inside
the camera as compared to outside temperatures. This change in temperature increased
pressure inside cameras and pulled in moisture causing condensation on the lens therefore
reducing visibility and quality of pictures.
ReconyxTM developed two techniques to diminish effects of temperature and
moisture change. First, cameras were fitted with a self-pressurizing valve that
decompresses air temperature inside cameras when experiencing quick temperature
changes from day to night. This feature alone dramatically decreased the amount of
fogging and moisture collection on inside cameras. A desiccation tablet was also added
that can quickly be deployed inside camera to help extract remaining moisture.
Desiccation tablets are often necessary when using electronic equipment in southeastern
coastal environments. By adding both features, the number of ineffective and wasteful
photos was limited during the research season of 2011.

Time Lag
One important issue dealing with the camera survey in 2010 was time lag between
trigger sets. The original cameras (ReconyxTM HC600) could only take 10 pictures per
trigger and cameras had to reset before being able to detect an animal again. During this
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time lag, pertinent information was lost due to non-continuous camera activity. The
majority of the time lag was insignificant and ranged from 5-10 seconds, but if the animal
did not move in front of the device, it would never trigger until enough motion was
visible to the sensor. In 2011, to account for the trigger lag, new ReconyxTM PC900
cameras made for wildlife research were utilized. These cameras can take up to 99
pictures per trigger or use loop recording which is continuous footage. Continuous
footage created an ideal setup for documenting coyote predation on post-emergence sea
turtles.

CONCLUSIONS
This research highlights impacts of a relatively new predator to sea turtles, and
was the first to document and quantify coyote predation on loggerhead sea turtle
hatchlings. Results show that coyote predation on hatchlings during the post-emergence
period is probable not an additive mortality based on the high natural mortality rate of sea
turtles less than ten years old (Sandercock et al. 2011, Crouse et al. 1987). However, it is
an unnecessary mortality that can be reduced with appropriate predator management.
The overall decrease in loggerhead sea turtle hatchling productivity during the postemergence stage when coyotes were presence were from 3.24 to 11.82% decrease in
productivity per nests (95% confidence interval), implying that coyote presence during
the emergence period will likely decrease loggerhead sea turtle hatchling productivity in
this range. Coyote predations during these periods remove turtle offspring at the earliest
stages of development. Increasing the early stage survival rate gives sea turtle
populations a better chance to increase. In conclusion, it was determined that sea turtle
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hatchling productivity had decreased from 3.24 to 11.82% due to possible coyotes
predation on sea turtle hatchlings nests in 2010. This amount may be lowered using
selective coyote and other predator removal to ensure future recruitment of loggerhead
sea turtles along the southeastern coast.
The decrease in coyote presence and depredation in 2011 can be contributed to
effective predator removal and the avoidance response of coyotes to beach areas that used
night patrols. In 2011, a dramatic decline in coyote presence was witnessed, and also a
delay in the initial date of coyote sightings and signs of presence. Consequently, the rate
of depredation on nests fell in 2011 to a minimum of 2.67%, but the mean hatchling
predation rate per nest essentially remained the same at 9 per nest for 2010, and 8.57 for
summer 2011. This signifies if coyotes are using a beach as main source of food, there is
a possibility there will be a small portion of hatchlings removed from the total
productivity of nests. So what does coyote predation on hatchlings mean for sea turtle
conservation? On a large-scale, coyote predation on hatchlings may not be significant
because of high natural mortality rates of sea turtles during the early stages of life.
However, combining coyote predation on sea turtle hatchlings and egg loss from nest
depredation, the total decrease in productivity from coyotes may be a significant
mortality over the established loggerhead sea turtle threshold nest loss rate of 10%.
Results showed that before coyote control and night patrols, total loss from coyote
depredation were extremely high at 29%, 33%, 49%, 53% during 2006, 2007, 2008, and
2009, respectively.
Overall the amount of total coyote depredation on nests plummeted from 15% in
2010 to 2.67% in 2011. These results suggest that coyote trapping may be a vital part of
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sea turtle conservation, even when screens are utilized over nests. Combining nest
screening, lethal control methods for coyotes, and night patrols when necessary, may
reduce predation giving sea turtle hatchlings the best chance to survive to maturity. This
knowledge will help managers improve coyote and other predator control efforts to
protect threatened and endangered sea turtles on the southeastern U.S. coast and beaches
utilized by sea turtles and mammalian predators.
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Table 3.1. Camera features and quality review of each type of camera tested in this
project. (Scoring system in quality review: + = Poor, +++ = Good, +++++ = Excellent)
Moultrie
Game Spy 80

Cuddleback
Digital
Capture IR

Cost

$200

$250

$550

$650

Sensory
Range

9 meters

12.19 meters

15.2 meters

15.2 meters

Trigger Speed

1/3 second

1/3 second

1/5 second

1/5 second

Picture Speed

1 picture per
second

1 picture per
second

2 pictures per
second

2 pictures per
second

Photos Per
Trigger

1 to 3 (30
second video)

1 to 3

1 to 10

1 to 99

Battery Life

N/A

Up to 10,000
pictures

Up to 40,000
pictures

Up to 40,000
pictures

Battery
Source

6 DD

6 DD

Infrared
Illumination

Flash

Infrared
Illumination

12 AAA
No-Glow
High Output
Covert IR

12 AAA
No-Glow
High Output
Covert IR

Picture
Quality

+

+++++

+++++

+++++

Noise
Disturbance

+++

+++

+++++

+++++

Light
Disturbance

+

+++

+++++

+++++

Photos Per
Trigger

+

+

+++

+++++

Trigger Speed

+++

+++

+++++

+++++

Sensory
Range

+

+++

++++

++++

Battery Life

+

+++

+++++

+++++

Easy to use

+

+++++

+++++

+++++

Quality Built

+

++++

+++++

+++++

Sensitivity

+

+

+++++

+++++

Customizable
Settings

+

+

+++++

+++++

Cameras
Features

Technical
Features

Quality
Review
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Reconyx
HC600

Reconyx
PC900

Table 3.2. Coyote presence survey during the hatching period conducted during July to
August of 2010 and 2011 on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown County, South
Carolina.
Day
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Date
7-Jul-10
8-Jul-10
9-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
11-Jul-10
12-Jul-10
13-Jul-10
14-Jul-10
15-Jul-10
16-Jul-10
17-Jul-10
18-Jul-10
19-Jul-10
20-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
22-Jul-10
23-Jul-10
24-Jul-10
25-Jul-10
26-Jul-10
27-Jul-10
28-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
30-Jul-10
31-Jul-10

*Pres.
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Date

*Pres.

Day

Date

*Pres.

Date

*Pres.

7-Jul-11
8-Jul-11
9-Jul-11
10-Jul-11
11-Jul-11
12-Jul-11
13-Jul-11
14-Jul-11
15-Jul-11
16-Jul-11
17-Jul-11
18-Jul-11
19-Jul-11
20-Jul-11
21-Jul-11
22-Jul-11
23-Jul-11
24-Jul-11
25-Jul-11
26-Jul-11
27-Jul-11
28-Jul-11
29-Jul-11
30-Jul-11
31-Jul-11

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

1-Aug-10
2-Aug-10
3-Aug-10
4-Aug-10
5-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
8-Aug-10
9-Aug-10
10-Aug-10
11-Aug-10
12-Aug-10
13-Aug-10
14-Aug-10
15-Aug-10
16-Aug-10
17-Aug-10
18-Aug-10
19-Aug-10
20-Aug-10
21-Aug-10
22-Aug-10
23-Aug-10
24-Aug-10
25-Aug-10

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1-Aug-11
2-Aug-11
3-Aug-11
4-Aug-11
5-Aug-11
6-Aug-11
7-Aug-11
8-Aug-11
9-Aug-11
10-Aug-11
11-Aug-11
12-Aug-11
13-Aug-11
14-Aug-11
15-Aug-11
16-Aug-11
17-Aug-11
18-Aug-11
19-Aug-11
20-Aug-11
21-Aug-11
22-Aug-11
23-Aug-11
24-Aug-11
25-Aug-11

1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1

Total

44

20

Mean

0.88

0.40

*Note: (Pres.) in the table is the abbreviation for coyote presence.
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Table 3.3. Summary of data for loggerhead sea turtle hatchling emergences and results
from camera trap surveys on South Island beach from 2010 and 2011 on Tom Yawkey
Wildlife Center in Georgetown, South Carolina.
	
  	
  

Visual	
  
Observations	
  

South Island

2010

2011

Visually Hatched Nests

102

66

Possible Coyote Predation

45 Nests
(44.1%)

22 Nests
(33.3%)

Coyote Presence

88%

40%

Camera Detectability

14 Nests
(23.3%)

7 Nests
(35%)

Mean Predation Loss

9 Hatchlings
(σ = 7.72)

8.57 Hatchlings
(σ = 5.44)

Decrease in Hatchling
Productivity

7.53%
(σ = 7.43)

9.66%
(σ = 6.28)

	
  	
  

Camera	
  
Observations	
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Table 3.4. Post-emergence times lapsed for loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings to reach the
water during 2010 and 2011 seasons on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown
County, South Carolina.

7/24/2010

1

8:15pm

End
Time
9:00pm

7/29/2010

2

11:10pm

12:50am

100

75

8/10/2010

3

8:30pm

10:15pm

105

100

8/19/2010

4

7:30pm

9:20pm

110

135

9/3/2010

5

12:45am

1:45am

60

10

7/13/2011

6

9:45pm

11:30pm

105

50

8/17/2011

7

9:00am

11:05am

125

85

Total

650

495

Mean

92.85

70.71

Std Dev.

28.99

41.37

Date

Nest # Start Time

78

Total Time
(Mins)
45

Appr.
Distance
40

Table 3.5. Cumulative camera survey data of coyote predation on post-emergence
hatchlings collected from July to October of 2010, followed by data from July to August
of 2011 on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown County, South Carolina.
Start Date

Nest Predated

Predation Amount

Total Photos

26-Jul-10
3-Aug-10
4-Aug-10
5-Aug-10
8-Aug-10
11-Aug-10
13-Aug-10
14-Aug-10
18-Aug-10
19-Aug-10
22-Aug-10
29-Aug-10
Totals

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
14

4
5
27
15
4
7
10
22
6
7
6
13
126

100
60
180
230
50
40
130
150
50
50
70
50
1160

Date

Nest Predated

Predation Amount

Total Photos

31-Jul-11
1-Aug-11
7-Aug-11
9-Aug-11
11-Aug-11
18-Aug-11
23-Aug-11

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

14
17
9
8
1
5
6

160
120
600*
60
20
100*
300*

Totals

7

60

1360

Note: Total photos are the amount of photos taken per event and symbol (*) in the 2011
series represents using newer Reconyx PC900 cameras which captures more photos per
trigger. Predation amount is the quantity of identifiable hatchling depredation by coyotes
on South Island.
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Table 3.6. Camera surveys for coyote predation on post-emergence loggerhead sea turtle
hatchlings conducted from July to October 2010 on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center,
Georgetown County, South Carolina.

Start Date Nest

Total Clutch Hatched
Predation
Photos Count Count

Hatched
with
Predation

Decrease in
Productivity
(%)

Predation
from Total
No. Hatched
(%)

26-Jul-10

1

4

100

161

121

117

2.49

3.47

3-Aug-10

2

5

60

87

83

78

4.85

6.02

4-Aug-10

3

27

180

98

91

64

27.55

29.67

5-Aug-10

4

15

230

139

129

114

10.8

11.62

8-Aug-10

5

4

50

125

115

111

3.2

3.4

11-Aug-10

6

7

40

122

107

100

5.73

6.42

13-Aug-10

7

10

130

177

117

107

5.65

8.54

14-Aug-10

8

22

150

116

87

65

18.97

25.28

18-Aug-10

9

2

20

126

112

110

1.59

1.78

18-Aug-10

10

4

30

115

12

8

3.47

33.3

19-Aug-10

11

7

50

122

109

102

5.73

6.54

22-Aug-10

12

5

60

163

115

110

4.07

4.34

22-Aug-10

13

1

20

102

98

97

0.98

1.02

29-Aug-10

14

13

50

125

109

96

10.4

11.92

1778

1405

1279

105.48

153.32

Totals

126

1170

Mean

9.00

83.57 127.00 100.36

91.36

7.53

10.95

Std Dev.

7.72

65.00 25.55

29.49

7.43

10.62

28.64
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Coyote
Tracks
Hatchling
Tracks

Figure 3.1. Photographic evidence of a possible coyote depredation on post-emergence
loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown County,
South Carolina.
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Figure 3.2. Layout for placement of infrared trap cameras and differences in sensory
ranges between placement sites on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown County,
South Carolina.
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Hatchlings

Figure 3.3. ReconyxTM HC600 camera series of a radio-collared coyote predating postemergence hatchlings on August 1, 2011 on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown
County, South Carolina.
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35
30

Catch (Coyote Predation)

25
20
15
10
5
0
0

Legend

50

Coyote Predation

100
150
Effort (Number of Pictures)
Decrease in Productivity

200

250

% Predation from Total No. Hatched

Figure 3.4. Direct relationships between the number of coyote predation, decrease of sea
turtle hatchling productivity, and percentage of coyote predation from total number of
hatchlings produced per nest during infrared camera survey in 2010 using RecoynxTM
HC600 on Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center, Georgetown County, South Carolina.
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CHAPTER FOUR
MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
Over the past five years, (2006 – 2011) the only mammalian predator on South
Island that significantly impacted loggerhead sea turtles was the coyote. It was
determined night surveys on South Island significantly decreased the total amount of
coyote depredation on nests from 54.63% in 2009, to 15% in 2010. The amount of
loggerhead sea turtle nests completely depredated also dropped from 22 in 2009, to just 4
nests in 2010. The majority of nests depredated in 2010 were partially depredated and
relocated to other areas in an attempt to successfully hatch some of the remaining eggs.
In addition to coyote depredation during the first season, coyote presence was
extremely high with fresh evidence on a daily basis. After trapping in the winter of 2009
and 2010, coyote presence dramatically dropped indicating that removing a portion of the
coyote population can dramatically reduce coyote depredation on nests and predation on
hatchlings. SCDNR managers and biologists believe the delay in coyotes returning to the
beach can be attributed to the removal of adult coyotes from beach areas, avoidance
responses of coyotes to nightly patrols, and the learning curve required for recruiting new
coyote predators. Ghost crabs were the only other observed nest predator on South Island
beach. Normally, ghost crabs would be in sea turtle nests after coyote disturbances, but
the amount of ghost crab depredation is unknown. Looking at the estimates of total
depredation, the amount of ghost crab disturbance is probably very minor compared to
coyotes.
It has been speculated that the presence of coyotes may have decreased the
presence of raccoons on the beach, resulting in minimal raccoon depredation on sea turtle
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nests. This theory is similar to research in a short-grass prairie ecosystem of Texas.
Following removal of the top predator (coyotes), an increase in invasive kangaroo rat
(Dipodomys spp.) populations occurred along with a corresponding reduction in native
rodent biodiversity (Henke 1992). Raccoon tracks were only identified on the beach at
the beginning of the 2010 season and were usually found behind dunes. By the end May
2010, there was no evidence of raccoons on the front side of the dune on South Island
beach. But on Sand Island where the coyote presence was insignificant there was daily
sign of raccoons walking along the dune line.
From these visual observations, it is possible the presence of coyotes on the beach
may have effectively displaced raccoons on South Island beach, but at what cost to sea
turtles? Throughout the entire camera survey in 2010, there were few occasions of
raccoons or raccoon sign being observed on the beach. There was a slight increase of
raccoon activity in 2011 after coyote trapping, but there was no evidence of raccoon
depredation on any sea turtle nests on South Island in 2011. There was no sign of any
raccoon depredation during both hatchling and nesting seasons. Also, raccoons are a
native predator species on the southeastern coast and removal of this species may have
unforeseen ecological consequences due to their role in seed dispersal and predation on
invertebrates and vertebrates (Ratnaswamy and Warren 1998).
Coyotes are exceptionally successful at depredating nests on initial night of sea
turtle oviposition. A single coyote can roam an entire 6.12 km beach several times in one
night; whereas, raccoons are a species that may be managed due to their lower mobility
requiring less effort to trap compared to coyotes. The negative interactions coyotes have
with sea turtles far outweigh potential positives associated with reduced raccoons, since
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coyotes are highly mobile, intelligent, and difficult to trap. It may be possible to find a
balance where there are extremely low numbers of young coyotes on a loggerhead sea
turtle nesting beach that will restrict the amount of raccoon activity. This may only be
achieved with continuous trapping of coyotes to limit the amount of mature, adult coyotes
exploiting sea turtle nests.
Coyotes are extremely intelligent and opportunistic creatures. When an open
niche is available on a beach, transient coyotes may cross into vacated coyote territories.
These results demonstrated if you can remove select coyotes from specific areas
(beaches) at the right time of year, these areas could remain coyote free for a longer
period of time allowing for more productive sea turtle nesting. There are several primary
factors pertaining to the learning process of coyotes observed on South Island. Coyotes
have demonstrated how they can learn to depredate nests by finding a nesting turtle or
smelling the salt water from the turtle’s plastron on the crawl (Burke et al. 2005). Once
problem animals are removed, there is a learning curve that new coyote recruits must
overcome to find sea turtle nests and it varies considerably. For example, finding a nest
may be a quick learning process if the coyote discovers a nesting sea turtle or pups
imprint on a female’s search and feeding behavior. In contrast, on South Island it took
coyotes several years to discover how to dig under nest screens to destroy eggs. Figures
2.3 and 2.3 shows the evidence of a coyote digging under a screen and around selfreleasing cages.
This research is important to sea turtle conservation because it is the first to use
cameras to document coyote predation on loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings. Sea turtle
mortality during early life stages of turtle development is important factors in
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conservation efforts (Tomillo et al. 2010). These results show if coyotes are present on
the beach and are utilizing eggs and hatchlings as a food source, then coyotes have a
possibility of predating hatchlings from approximately 20-40% of hatching nests. With
20-40% of nests being depredated, loggerhead sea turtle productivity is decreased from
3.24 to 11.82%.
The most appropriate strategy for managers dealing with coyote depredation
exceeding 10% on loggerhead sea turtle nests should primarily be trapping and removal
of coyotes. If a manager wants to maximize sea turtle success, they should focus coyote
trapping in winter and late spring. Winter months are more tolerable for trapping due to
the absence of biting insects and harsh summer conditions, but trapping during the winter
increases the time for recruitment of new coyotes. During late spring after the whelping
season, young coyotes are dispersing and this time period allows for removal of coyotes
immediately prior to the sea turtle nesting season. Trapping in late spring is the most
effective and decreases the available time for coyote immigration as the sea turtle nesting
season begins.
Coyote depredation results from 2011 show selective removal of coyotes
exploiting the beach may be more effective than widespread trapping to reduce
depredation (Figure 2.2). Removal of a few offending animals may be all that is needed
for a given year. If managers can time coyote removal just prior to the beginning of the
sea turtle nesting season, it may be possible to stop depredation during the peak nesting
from June to the end of July.
A study in Red Bluff, California using remote photography to determine the
assumption of equal detectability of coyotes, found density is greatest after the whelping
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season (Larrucea et al. 2007). The greater density was caused by the recruitment of new
pups and the dispersal of younger coyotes. The ideal time to implement coyote predator
management would be during the months of March and April. First, it would remove
new recruits from the beach and increase pressure on pups if the mother was captured.
Secondly, trapping during this time would eliminate coyotes on the beach immediately
prior to the sea turtle nesting season ultimately resulting in less time for new coyotes to
fill the vacant niche and move into the territory.
If trapping is not an option, a combination of night patrols and screen protection
may be the most effective way to decrease coyote depredation. Researchers found daily
beach visitors in the Caribbean reduced nest depredation by mongoose (Herpestes
javanicus) on critically endangered hawksbill sea turtle (Eretmochelys imbricate)
(Leighton et al. 2010). The statistics from night surveys and the Caribbean study confirm
that human presence can be an effective deterrent for nest predators. One of the most
valuable lessons learned from this study was that half night patrols are just as effective at
reducing coyote depredation as full night patrols, which can ultimately decrease the
strenuous work hours, financial expenditures, and personnel needed. If public beaches
are having issues with coyotes and want to protect as many sea turtle nests as possible,
then trained volunteers should be considered to conduct night patrols. This will decrease
the amount of funds and personnel necessary for management and ultimately increase
public awareness of sea turtles conservation.
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Further Investigations
There is limited information about mortality of loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings
during the post-emergences process. This research has documented and illustrated coyote
predation of sea turtle hatchlings at a vulnerable time period in early life stages of sea
turtles at TYWC. Further investigations need to be conducted in other areas throughout
the southeastern coast to determine if coyotes or other predators are causing similar
damage. Information is also lacking to determine whether the camera survey approach
described in this study represents true coyote predation for the entire population of
loggerhead sea turtle hatchlings on South Island beach. The camera survey needs to be
continued with more camera equipment creating a larger sample size of surveyed nests to
improve overall estimates of coyote predation. Also, it would be interesting to examine
hatchling predation using the camera survey in a different location where coyote
population is high and lethal control is restricted to determine if hatchling productivity
decreases with uncontrolled predators.
An effective home range analysis with radio or GPS collared coyotes utilizing
coastal regions would be indispensable for sea turtle management on beaches along the
Eastern U.S. where coyotes have become established. Presently, coyote populations are
expanding throughout South Carolina and are also negatively impacting sea turtle nesting
in other states such as Florida. This is a crucial time in understanding coyote ecology,
and their negative impacts on species like sea turtles, so managers can stay one-step
ahead in strategies to manage both coyotes and sea turtles.
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